
Customer overview and spectrum of  

expertise in manufacturing:  

MJS Designs delivers quality services to  

leading companies in the Semiconductor, 

Global Communications, Aerospace 

and Industrial sectors, among others.  

Location  

MJS Designs, Inc. is headquartered in 

Phoenix, AZ.  

For More Information  

Contact: Neil Munzinger  
NMunzinger@mjsdesigns.com 
(602) 437-5068

MJS Designs Fact Sheet 

Overview

From design to production, MJS Designs delivers advanced electronic manufacturing solutions with the quality 

and speed required for today's demanding applications. As an electronics manufacturing services partner of choice, 

MJS Designs takes a unique hands-on approach to delivering advanced manufacturing solutions that gives its 

customers a greater return on investment and a powerful competitive edge. With over 45 years of industry experience 

and knowledge, MJS Designs is uniquely positioned to understand both the technology and OEM requirements, and as 

a result is considered by many to be an asset to its customers.  

Vision  

To be globally recognized as the trusted EMS provider that delivers advanced technology with a hands-on 

approach to give our customers the competitive edge.  

Mission  

To deliver a comprehensive family of advanced, world-class design and manufacturing services through a hands-on 

approach that helps their customers achieve short term and long-term business goals.  

Services  

From its headquarters and technology center in Phoenix, AZ, MJS Designs is able to offer customers a wide range of 

services including simple to complex printed circuit board engineering design, CAD layout, prototyping, box/system 

build, cable assembly, procurement, volume assembly, test development, testing and fulfillment. MJS Designs is 

IS0-9001: 2015, AS9100:2016/AS9100D, ANSI/ESD S20.20 - 2014 certified and NIST SP 800-171  compliant. MJS 

Designs consistently exceeds the stringent Quality Management System (OMS) protocol. MJS Designs is ITAR 

Registered and Licensed. MJS Designs delivers projects fast, accurately and at competitive prices - ensuring 

customers the best overall value for their investments.  

From concept to completion, low- or high-volume assembly and testing, MJS is a versatile and cost-effective 

outsource solution. The markets MJS Designs serves includes communications, commercial, government, automotive, 

medical, and industrial. MJS Designs unparalleled attention to quality and customer service translates directly into an 

improved return on investment and enhanced bottom line for its customers.  

Leadership  

MJS Designs management team offers extensive technical experience in the electronics industry with a broad 

spectrum of expertise in manufacturing:  

• Jerry Mohney, CEO
• Dawn Northrop, President
• Chuck Chase, Director of Engineering
• Neil Munzinger, Director of Business

Development
• Deborah Osenbau, Inventory Manager
• Robert Jones, Quality Manager
• Albert Castro, Senior Design Manager
• Shannon Boysen, Supply Chain Manager
• Stacy Bautista, Purchasing Manager
• Kirk Collins, Export and Compliance

Coordinator
• Kathy Jarett, Manufacturing Manager


